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ABSTRACT: Complex three-dimensional (3D) microstructures
are attracting more and more attention in many applications such
as microelectromechanical systems, biomedical engineering, new
materials, new energy, environmental protection, and wearable
electronics. However, fabricating complex 3D microstructures by
3D printing techniques, especially those with long suspended
structures, needs to introduce additional supporting structures,
which are difficult to be removed. Here, we propose a simple
method in which the supporting structures can be easily removed
by optimizing their size and the grayscale value working with
ultrasonic treatment in ethanol solution. The 3D microstructures
and the supporting structures made of the same insoluble materials are fabricated simultaneously by using a projection
microstereolithography system with a dynamic mask. The results demonstrate that the supporting structures play a key role in the
fabrication of the long suspended structures while they can be easily removed. The removal time decreases with the increase in the
height of the supporting microstructures, and the breaking force and shearing force of the supporting structures increase with the
increase in their grayscale and the diameter. In addition, theory and the multiphysics simulation validate that the stress concentration
at the top and the bottom of the supporting structures due to the cavitation from ultrasonic vibration dominates the removal of the
supporting structures. Finally, a tree-like structure is precisely fabricated by using our method. The present study provides a new way
for the removal of the supporting structures for 3D printed suspended microstructures.

1. INTRODUCTION
As one of additive manufacturing techniques, the three-
dimensional (3D) printing technique was proposed in the
19th century,1 while the first 3D printer was proposed in the
earlier 1980s. The 3D printing technique is based on a sequential
layer-by-layer fabrication process,2 which should cooperate with
automated computer-assisted design (CAD) technology for
fabricating highly complex 3D objects.3 The merits of the 3D
printing technique enable its growing applications in tissue
engineering,4,5 printed electronics,6,7 composites,8 and so on. In
addition, the 3D printing technique is also applied to the
fabrication of metamaterials,9 microfluidic devices,10 and
microscale electromechanical systems.11 Furthermore, the 3D
printing technique has developed a lot in commercialization. For
example, micro-fuel cells, ceramic parts, and artificial organs
have been manufactured by the 3D printing technique.12−16

With the fast development of the 3D printing technique, the sub-
micronscale17 and multi-material 3D printing technique is
widely used.18,19

Complex 3D microstructures exhibit great potential for
microelectromechanical (optical devices, microelectronics,
sensors, and actuators), biomedical engineering (microfluidic
devices, biochips, tissue engineering and drug delivery), new
materials (metamaterials, composites, photonic crystals and
functionally graded materials), new energy (solar batteries and

micro-fuel batteries), and wearable electronics (electronic skins
and pressure and strain sensors).20−27 However, the existing
silicon-based micromachining technologies mainly achieve
simple 2D or 2.5D microstructures manufacturing, which is a
significant challenge for the fabrication of complex 3D
microstructures with suspended microstructures.28 Further-
more, the equipment and mask of those techniques are
expensive, the manufacturing time is quite long, and the
available materials are not enough for variable applications.
Therefore, manufacturing complex 3D microstructures (espe-
cially large area, high aspect ratio complex 3D composite
microstructures) with high efficiency and low cost always
troubles researchers all over the world.29,30

Microscale 3D printing techniques potentially solve those
problems with the advantages of simple equipment, low cost,
high efficiency, as well as a wide range of usable materials, no
mask, and direct fabrication.31,32 For these reasons, microscale
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3D printing has begun to attract more and more interest in the
manufacturing of complex 3D, high-aspect-ratio microstructures
made of composite (multimaterial) materials. Based on different
principles, materials, resolutions, and other factors, the high-
resolution 3D printing technique can be roughly divided into the
following groups: stereolithography, digital light processing
(DLP), and two-photon polymerization.33 However, there are
various shortcomings for different 3D printing techniques
considering their resolution and material compatibility.34,35

What is more, themerits of the layer-by-layer fabricationmanner
also limit the applications of 3D printing for the fabrication of
3D complex microstructures with suspended branches.
Traditionally, 3D objects possessing overhanging structures

need to introduce additional supporting structures. Those
supporting structures should be easily removed after the
fabrication process. However, it is impractical to complete the
same process in complex 3D microstructures. One solution to
this problem relies on the use of soluble support materials.36,37

However, a layer made of a different material needs to be
deposited and then removed in the etchant by such an approach
which is tedious and of low efficiency. Another way to solve such
a problem is by introducing supporting structures made of the
same materials as the 3D microstructures, and the sacrificial
layer can be removed by deep-UV at a 254 nm or a lower degree
of polymerization from lower grayscale manufacturing.28,38

However, those previous approaches are based on the principle
that the materials are soluble, which is inapplicable to most of
the printable materials in reality. In the present study, the
sacrificial structure and the 3D complex microstructures made of
the same insoluble materials are fabricated by a projection
microstereolithography (PμSL)-based 3D printing techni-
que39−42 at the same time. Ultrasonic treatment in ethanol
solution is employed for the removal of the sacrificial structures
made of insolublematerials. The parameters affecting the perfect
removal of the sacrificial supporting structure are also
experimentally investigated and the underlying mechanisms
are revealed by theory and the multiphysics simulation. The

application of the present method is carried out for printing a
tree-like microstructure with suspended branches, in which the
sacrificial supporting structures are completely removed while
the tree-like microstructure is well preserved. The present study
promises a new potential strategy for the removal of sacrificial
supporting structures for the fabrication of complex 3D
structures with a suspending microstructure by employing a
3D printing technique.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Fabrication of Complex 3DMicrostructures with a

Suspending Microstructure. The schematic of the PμSL-
based 3D printing system (BMF S140) for the fabrication of the
present complex 3Dmicrostructures is shown in Figure 1A. The
complex 3D microstructures model was firstly designed by a
CAD software package. Then, the 3D CAD model was sliced
into cross-sectional images at different altitudes, which would
work as digital images. Each digital image was a thin layer of the
3D structure. Digital images were generated by a digital light
processing (DLP) panel for our PμSL-based 3D printing system.
The digital micromirror device (DMD) of the DLP panel with
1920 × 1080 pixels (the size of each pixel is 10 μm) is the most
significant device to generate digital images. During the
manufacturing process, one digital image was transformed and
displayed on the DLP panel. The digital image was then
delivered via the optical path and projected onto the ultraviolet
(UV light, 405 nm) curable resin surface. The precise fabrication
of the present 3D microstructures can be achieved by adjusting
the UV light energy of the 3D printer (Figure S1A) and the
grayscale value (0−255) of the image (Figure S1B). In the
present study, polyurethane acrylate (PUA) was employed as
the monomer, TPO-819 acted as the photoinitiator, and Sudan I
was chosen as the UV photoabsorber (Figure S2A). The UV
light with the shape of a digital image was projected onto the
liquid resin surface for polymerization. The minimum thickness
of each layer was 2 μm for our 3D printing system. Meanwhile,
the curve of the curing depth versus light intensity is shown in

Figure 1. Complex 3D structures with a suspending microstructure fabricated by a PμSL-based 3D printing technique. (A) Schematic of the PμSL-
based 3D printing system. (B) Removal of the sacrificed supporting microstructures, the height of the support structures was 160 μm. (C) Comparison
of the removal of supporting structures with six different heights, which were 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, and 160 μm. (D) Time of ultrasonic treatment is
affected by the height of the supporting structures. Scale bar is 100 μm for all the figures.
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Figure S2B. The printing platform moved down with the cured
product to print the next layer after curing the present one. This
process was repeated until all digital images were projected. In
this work, I0 for a white digital image (grayscale value was set to
255) was 525 mW/cm2 (setting value was 40). The curing time
of those 3D microstructures was 0.2 s and the thickness of every
layer was 2 μm.
Figure 1B demonstrates that the samples with the supporting

microstructures (height was 160 μm) can be precisely
manufactured by the PμSL printing system. A comparison of
the upper figure and the bottom one in Figure 1B indicates that
the 3D objects (the diameter of the main structure was 50 μm
with an 80 μm long suspending microstructure) were well-
preserved, while the sacrificed supporting structures of those 3D
objects were almost completely removed after ultrasonic
treatment for tens of seconds. Then, different 3D objects with
six different heights but the same diameter (10 and 20 μm for
their top and root) of supporting structures were fabricated, and
the heights of the supporting structures were 60, 80, 100, 120,
140, and 160 μm, respectively, as shown in Figure 1C. However,
the lengths of the overhung microstructures and the height of
the “lamp” were the same. The results demonstrate that the
supporting microstructures can be removed with the 3D objects
well preserved, but the ultrasonic treatment time was different
for different heights of the supporting microstructures. It can be
observed from Figure 1D that the time of ultrasonic treatment
decreased with the increase of the height of the supporting
structures. The longest and the shortest time of the ultrasonic
treatment were about 15 and 8 s for the height varied in the
range of 60−160 μm, respectively.
2.2. Parameters Affecting the Removal of the Self-

Sacrificial Structures.The parameters affecting the removal of
the supporting microstructures were experimentally studied, as
schematically shown in Figure 2A. The breaking force (Fb) and
shearing force (Fs) of the samples were tested by an electronic
tensile testing machine (ZQ-990A). Samples for investigating

the effects of the diameter and grayscale on Fb and Fs of the
supporting structures are respectively shown in Figure 2B,Cwith
3D models on the left while the pictures of the samples are on
the right. It can be seen that both kinds of samples contained
upper and bottom plates with micro-rods in between acting as
supporting microstructures, as shown in Figure 2B-ii,C-ii. To
reduce the errors of the experimental tests, there were 200
micro-rods for each sample to average the force (Figure 2B-iii,C-
iii). In this section, I0 for a white digital image was set as a
constant, which was 525 mW/cm2.
The grayscale value for printing those micro-rods varied from

150 to 255 to study its effect on the breaking force of the micro-
rods. The curing time of those micro-rods was 0.2 s and the
thickness of every layer during the printing process was 2 μm. In
addition, the diameters of the micro-rods representing the
supporting microstructures varied in the range of 30−100 μm to
investigate the effect of the diameter of micro-rods on their
breaking force. As shown in Figure 2D, Fb increased slowly with
the increase of the diameters of the micro-rods in the region of
30−50 μm, for which the step of the breaking forces was in the
range of 1−2 N for increasing the diameter by 10 μm. Then, a
fast linear increase was observed when the diameters were in the
range of 50−90 μm. Finally, the gradient became similar to that
in the range of 30−50 μm. What is more, the breaking force
increased with the increase of the grayscale value for printing
those micro-rods, indicating that a higher intensity of the UV
light could better solidify the resin at the interface between two
adjacent layers during the printing process.
The experimental study of the shearing force of micro-rods

was carried out, and the results are shown in Figure 2E. Similarly,
I0 for a white digital image was set to 525 mW/cm2, while the
grayscale value for printing micro-rods varied in the range of
150−255. Slightly different from the trend of the breaking force,
Fs was almost linear to the diameter of the micro-rods with a
diameter varying in the range of 30−80 μm. Then, Fs increased
slightly faster with the increase of themicro-rods’ diameter in the

Figure 2. Effect of diameter and grayscale on breaking force (Fb) and shearing force (Fs) of the supporting structures, respectively. (A) Schematic of the
experimental measurement of the forces. (B,C) Schematic and pictures for the samples of breaking force and shearing force tests, respectively. (i) 3D
model for the tests, (ii) manufacturer’s sample, (iii) enlarged section of the microstructures. (D) Effect of grayscale on Fb of the supporting structures
with different diameters. (E) Effect of grayscale on Fs of the supporting structures with different diameters.
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range of 80−100 μm. More interestingly, it could be observed
that Fs was similar when the grayscale value ranged from 200 to
255, indicating that there was no difference in the solidification
of the resin within each layer. Fs increased with the increase of
the grayscale value when the grayscale value ranged from 150 to
200 as shown in Figure 2E, demonstrating that the solidification
of the resin was not well done, and enhancing the UV light
intensity could strengthen the micro-rods. It could also be
concluded from Figure 2E that Fs increased with the increase of
the diameter of the micro-rods. These experimental results
validate that the diameter of the supporting microstructures is
the most important factor affecting the mechanical properties of
the supporting structures, although the changing grayscale value
also makes a small difference in the mechanical properties of the
supporting structures.
2.3. Underlying Mechanisms of the Removal of the

Supporting Structures. The cavitation theory for ultrasonic
vibration was proposed in previous studies,43,44 which is used to
explain the results in the present investigation. It is
demonstrated in Figure 3A-i that there are many tiny bubbles
at the interface of the liquid and the solid structures first. Then,
these tiny bubbles quickly grow up at the negative pressure zones
because of the ultrasound waves (Figure 3A-i), and they will
collapse at the positive pressure zones with the longitudinal
spread of ultrasound waves (Figure 3A-ii). Therefore, bubbles
are compressed and stretched alternately under positive and

negative pressures from the ultrasonic vibration. The huge
pressure change at the surface of the supporting structures will
break them up (Figure 3A-iii). The supporting structures will be
almost completely removed after ultrasonic treatment for tens of
seconds. Based on the cavitation theory (Supporting Informa-
tion S3), it can be found that there are several cavitation bubbles
generated during a single cycle; the maximum radius of the
bubble decreases with the increase of the ultrasonic frequency
( fa) (Figure 3B). The value of pressure outside the bubble, pout,
during the cavitation process is shown in Figure 3C. It can be
found that pout decreases with the increase of fa. fa is 40 kHz for
the present ultrasonic machine. Meanwhile, the effect of sound
pressure amplitude, pa, on the cavitation process is analyzed
(Figure S3). The total kinetic energy (K) of gas in a bubble
changes sharply with the growth and collapse of bubbles (Figure
3D). When bubbles are broken down after the compression, it
will produce a tremendous pressure drop instantaneously
(Figure 3E); such a vast pressure variation will certainly
produce violent destruction of the supporting structures.
Besides, it could be demonstrated that the value of p decreased
with the increase of the distance to the bubble center as shown in
Figure 3E.
Furthermore, the stress distribution within the micro-

structures is numerically studied to reveal the underlying
mechanisms of the removal of the sacrificed supporting
structures. A cantilever beam is chosen to simplify the

Figure 3. Cavitation theory for ultrasonic vibration. (A) Schematic of the cavitation process, (i,ii) process of growth and collapse of bubbles, (iii)
supporting structures will be removed. (B) Effect of ultrasonic frequency ( fa) on the maximum radius of the bubble. (C) Effect of fa on the pressure
outside the bubble (pout). (D) Total kinetic energy (K) of gas in a bubble during the cavitation process. (E) Value of shock wave (p) when the bubble
collapses.
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microstructures in the calculation (Figure 4A), while the
removal process is divided into two steps, which are (1) both

the ends are fixed at the beginning (Figure 4B-i), (2) the bottom
end is free while the other end contacts with the “street lamp”
(Figure 4B-ii) or (2) the bottom end is fixed and the top is
disconnected from the “street lamp” (Figure 4B-iii). The
parameters of the microstructures are set as follows unless
indicated otherwise: the diameter of the “street lamp” is 50 μm,
the diameters of the supporting structure are 10 and 20 μm for
its top and root, respectively. The height of the supporting
structure varies in the range of 60−160 μm. The elastic modulus
of material after 3D printing is 3.8 GPa, which is used in the
calculation.
The sound pressure distribution within ethanol is shown in

Movie S1. The stress distribution within the microstructures is
demonstrated in Figure 4C−E. It can be seen that the maximum
stress in the microstructures increases with the increase of the
supporting structures’ height, indicating that it is easier to
remove the higher supporting structures, which can be validated
by the results shown in Figure 1. Specifically, the highest stress
appears at the two ends of the supporting structures at first
(Figure 4C and Movie S2), leading to the connection between
the ends and the main structure being broken first. Then, the
calculation for models with supporting structures free at the top
and bottom is carried out, and the results are shown in Figure

4D,E, respectively. It can be seen from both sets of figures that
the maximum stress appears at the remaining fixed end of the
supporting structures, leading to the supporting structures being
removed, while the “street lamp” can be well preserved with
ultrasonic vibration in ethanol. In addition, the underlying
mechanisms for the removal of the supporting structures
affected by the grayscale (Figure S4) and diameter (Figure
S5) are studied. It can be seen that reducing the grayscale value
and diameter is also helpful in the removal of the supporting
microstructures.

2.4. Fabrication of a Tree-like Complex 3D Structure.
To apply the results in the present study, a tree-like complex 3D
structure was printed by the PμSL-based 3D printing system
enabled with sacrificed supporting microstructures, as shown in
Figure 5. As can be seen from the top and side views,

respectively, demonstrated in Figure 5A,B, there were tree-like
branches for such a complex structure, and the printing of such a
structure must accord with the supporting microstructures. The
diameter of tree branches ranged from 50 to 120 μm and the
diameter of the supporting structures ranged from 10 to 20 μm.
The thickness of each printing layer was 2 μm. In addition, the
curing times for the supporting microstructures and tree-like
complex structure were 0.2 and 0.5 s, respectively.
It can be seen from Figure 5C that the tree-like complex

structure can be precisely printed with the setting parameters
mentioned above. Such a result revealed that the supporting
microstructures played a key role in the fabrication of such kinds
of complex 3D structures with large suspending branches. The
removal of the supporting microstructures assisted with
ultrasonic treatment was shown in Figure 5D. It can be seen
from Figure 5D that the tree-like structure was well preserved
while the supporting microstructures had been removed. The
tree-like complex structure was fabricated with a longer curing
time of 0.5 s compared with the curing time of 0.2 s for
supporting structures, leading to a fact that the tree-like structure
had better mechanical properties than those of the supporting
structures. Therefore, it was easier to remove the supporting
microstructures than the tree-like structure when treated by
ultrasound. These experimental results clearly demonstrate that

Figure 4. Underlying mechanisms for the removal of the supporting
structures are affected by their height. (A) Schematic of the calculation
model. (B) Different structures for the calculation, (i) both the ends of
the supporting structure are fixed, (ii) bottom of the supporting
structure is free while the top of it is fixed, (iii) bottom of the supporting
structure is fixed while the top of it is free. (C) Stress distribution within
the supporting structure with different heights with two ends fixed. (D)
Stress distribution within the supporting structures with different
heights with a free bottom end. (E) Stress distribution within the
supporting structures with different heights with a free top. The
diameter of the “street lamp” is 50 μm, the diameters of the supporting
structure are 10 and 20 μm for its top and root, respectively, the heights
of the supporting structures are set as (I) 60, (II) 80, (III) 120, and (IV)
160 μm.

Figure 5. Tree-like complex 3D structure fabrication enabled by
sacrificed supporting microstructures. (A) Top view of a tree-like
complex 3D structure. (B) Side view of the tree-like complex 3D
structure. (C) Optical microscope image of a tree-like complex 3D
structure with supporting structures. (D) The tree after ultrasonic
treatment for 30 s. Scale bar is 100 μm.
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the present conclusions can be well applied to the fabrication of
complex 3D microstructures by the 3D printing technique.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the removal of supporting microstructures enabled
by ultrasonic treatment is experimentally, theoretically, and
numerically studied. The results indicate that the time of
ultrasonic treatment for removal of supporting microstructures
depends on the height, diameter, and printing parameters. The
ultrasonic treatment time decreases with the increase of the
height of the supporting microstructures, whereas it increases
with the increase of their diameter. In addition, the ultrasonic
treatment time also increases with the increase of the grayscale
value of the 3D printing system. The underlying mechanisms are
revealed by cavitation theory for ultrasonic vibration and the
numerical calculations. The stress concentration from cavitation
at the top and bottom of the supporting microstructures mainly
contributes to their fracture, and the trend of the stress
concentration is similar to the parameters that affect the
ultrasonic treatment time. Moreover, the breaking force and
shearing force of the printed microstructures are also
experimentally studied to provide solid foundations for the
removal of the sacrificed supporting structures. Most
importantly, a tree-like complex 3D microstructure with
suspended branches was printed by a PμSL-based 3D printing
technique enabled by the sacrificed supporting microstructures.
The well-preserved tree-like structure with complete removal of
the supporting microstructures clearly validates that the present
study opens a new gate for the fabrication of the same kind of
complex microstructures with the 3D printing technique by
using sacrificed supporting structures treated by ultrasound.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

4.1. Fabrication of Complex Structures with Support-
ing Structures.The complex 3D structures with the suspended
structure and supporting structures were fabricated simulta-
neously by a PμSL-based 3D printing system (S140, BMF
Material Technology Inc., China). We first designed the
complex 3D microstructures model by a CAD software. Then,
the 3D CAD model was sliced into cross-sectional images at
different altitudes, which will work as digital images. During the
manufacturing process, one digital image was first transformed
on the DMDwith 1920× 1080 pixels (the size of each pixel is 10
μm). The digital image was then projected onto the ultraviolet
(UV light, 405 nm) curable resin surface. The UV resin is made
of the monomer (PUA), photoinitiator (TPO 819), and
photoabsorber (Sudan I), which is insoluble after polymer-
ization. Each digital image was a thin layer of the 3D structure.
This process will be repeated until all digital images were
projected. The curing time was set as 0.2 s and the thickness of
every layer was 2 μm.
4.2. Numerical Method. The analysis is carried out based

on the theoretical calculation and the multiphysics simulation.
The theoretical calculation of the cavitation process of bubbles
was achieved by MATLAB, while the pressure distribution
within the 3D microstructures is analyzed through COMSOL
Multiphysics software.
4.3. Removal of the Supporting Microstructures. We

first fabricated the samples with the supporting structures
(height was 160 μm). The supporting structures can be
completely removed after ultrasonic treatment (DS-020S,
Pinchuang Technology Inc., China) in ethanol for tens of

seconds. Then, different objects with six different heights (60,
80, 100, 120, 140, and 160 μm) but the same diameter (10 and
20 μm for their top and root) of supporting structures were
fabricated. These supporting structures with six different heights
were completely removed after ultrasonic treatment in ethanol
similarly.

4.4. Measurement of the Breaking Force and Shearing
Force.We fabricated the samples containing upper and bottom
plates with 200 micro-rods in between acting as supporting
microstructures. We first tested the Fb and Fs of the samples with
different diameters by an electronic tensile testing machine
(model ZQ-990A, Dongguan, China). Afterward, the Fb and Fs
of the supporting structures with different grayscale values that
varied from 150 to 255 were tested
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